The average college student throws 640 pounds of "trash" into the waste stream each year, much of it in the spring when moving out of the dorms. Many things are still usable: housewares, linens, organizers, furniture, sports equipment, lamps, refrigerators… and more!

Colby RESCUE puts these discards to good use by donating to local charities or selling them back to students when they return in the fall.

How can you participate?

- **Purchase "rescued" items in the fall!** Some of the "rescued" items from last spring may be just what you need for your room this fall. They are cleaned, ready to go and priced to fit any budget $$.

  Before going to the store, look for the "Rescue Sale" when you arrive on campus.

- **Make sure that you keep usable items out of the waste stream!** When you move out, put all salvageable items in the designated collection areas. Look for the RESCUE logo!